Revival and Renovation of Traditional Water bodies (Teertham) which we started in the year 2013 is going on even after 4 years. We have yet to complete about 18 more water bodies in the coming years. This month, we are giving the photo gallery of the “Arjuna Teertham” which we renovated in the year 2014. The Teertham is located on the main road leading to Ramar Padam This Teertham was not knowing even to the local people as it was in a very dilapidated condition, was fully covered with Odai (Juliflora) trees and thus not noticed even by the regular pilgrims visiting the Ramar Padam.
Removal of Odai trees to get an entry to the Arjuna Teertham
Preliminary work with the help of JCB
Repairing and construction of a new wall
Preparation of steps for getting inside the renovated Teertham
Renovated Teertham getting the finishing touches
Renovated water body praying the rain God for water
Prayers are answer – Arjuna Teertham with full of water after the rains